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Changing dynamics
of the Indian industry

“Data strategy and data
readiness are critical
for Indian businesses”
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With India at the cusp of manufacturing excellence, many industrial giants
have been talking about meeting complex customer demands and upskilling
the workforce, while considering the cost-effective market dynamics.
Businesses in India, until a few years ago, were not embracing advanced
technologies like AI or Industry 4.0. Multiple factors, such as providing the
need for personalised learning, enhancing IT infrastructure resiliency, and the
dire need for enhanced customer experience, led to the rapid adoption of
advanced breakthroughs in automating operations.
Today, Industry 4.0 and automation are currently taking shape. Thanks to
technologies such as AI, 5G, advanced automation, advanced sensing, and many
others. Engineering systems, automated manufacturing, and industrial automation
also play a key role here. In addition, effective data strategy and data readiness are
critical for Indian businesses to achieve enterprise intelligence by adopting
Artificial Intelligence. New technologies are forcing data centre providers to adopt
innovative methods to increase efficiency, scalability, and reduce redundancy.
When it comes to technological advancements, semiconductors, also known
as integrated circuits (ICs) or microchips, certainly play an integral role, as they
not only craft the existence of electronic devices but also enhance the production
power while minimising their price. Our Cover Story explains the role of
semiconductors in the Indian market and signifies how vital they are for sustaining
state-of-the-art technology. Considering such developments, A&D India will
continue capturing and circulating the right information, facilitating
manufacturing enterprises, and identifying and applying new technology adoption
strategies to move their businesses forward towards a brighter future.

Team A&D

“

We are delighted to behold an overwhelming response from our readers, whose suggestions will assist and
elevate the magazine to grow in its skin. Therefore, we truly appreciate your involvement in improving the product
by considering all the suggestions and will start implementing each and every suggestion.
Publish Industry is the sole publisher of both the product lines (Efficient Manufacturing EM and Automation and
Digitisation A&D India) and is afoot of the management changes. The new management has charted a course to
strengthen the expansion, and along the way, we have added contributors to engage them in various departments
and locations to meet the demand. Several confident advancements will be noticed in the near future.
If you are interested in participating with us on this journey, bringing your smart skills and knowledge to the table
to contribute in any way, like writing articles, partnering with us for your product promotion, or advertising with us
on (Print and Digital).
Please contact us at the mentioned contact details – Arun Bhardwaj (Editor and CGO), arun.bharadwaj@Pi-India.in
Tel: +91 74100 09435

”

Overseas Partner:
China, Taiwan, Hong Kong & South-East Asia
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The article explains why it is important
for manufacturers to produce food items
with storage longevity and how they can
control moisture-induced damage

20 At the cusp of an industrial
revolution transformation
Gaurav Bawa,
Managing Director & Senior Vice President, WIKA India
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ABB India inaugurates its first smart instrumentation factory in Bengaluru
ABB Measurement & Analytics recently opened its first smart instrumentation factory in Bengaluru, India, to support the
region’s ambition of transforming into a global design and manufacturing hub. Aligned with the local government’s ‘Make
in India’ programme aimed at supporting the local economy, the factory is equipped with state-of-the-art manufacturing
technology to meet the growing demand for instrumentation devices that enable more efficient and sustainable customer
operations. The new plant will manufacture field devices, such as pressure and temperature transmitters, IP convertors
and electromagnetic flowmeters for a wide variety of industries, including power, oil and gas, pharmaceutical, water and
other segments. Expressing his views at the occasion, Manish Dixit, Regional Sales & Service Manager – South Asia,
ABB Measurement & Analytics, said, “We are pleased to support the local economy in line with ‘Make in India’ programme
with our new factory. ABB’s smart instrumentation factory will cater to customers with speed and agility, leveraging leading
digitalised manufacturing solutions, allowing flexible mass production to the highest standards.”

Cybernetik announces Global Partnership Programme
Cybernetik has launched a Global Partnership Program to collaborate with various organisations across
geographies on projects involving robotics and process automation. For example, a company can
collaborate with Cybernetik to avail its services in an area that is beyond the former’s scope of services or
remains in the developmental stages. Speaking of the programme, Mahesh Wagle, Co-founder & Director,
Cybernetik, believed, “The Global Partnership Programme’s underlying idea is rather straightforward and
comparable to a business creating a distribution network to meet an extra need for a project they are
working on. This programme’s emphasis on collaboration will lead to the consolidation of the best services
into a single project. Having been in the industry for more than three decades, we offer automation and
robotics solutions to address complex industrial challenges for a global clientele. We intend to share our
domain expertise with international partners through the programme.”

Bry-Air launches air filtration system for small server rooms
Bry-Air has launched BryShield for preventing electronic corrosion in small server rooms by removing gaseous
contaminants. The new air filtration system has been aesthetically designed and easily fits into a false ceiling and
can be compactly ceiling mounted. BryShield prevents server downtime and saves losses from server failures by
preventing electronic corrosion in small server rooms, control rooms, and electronic equipment rooms across diverse
sectors like banks, IT companies, telecom sites, hospitals, R&D centres, laboratories, and smoking lounges.
Speaking on the launch, Deepak Pahwa, MD, Bry-Air, stated, “In the service of providing quality air solutions we
realised that server rooms are not given much attention, and in most cases, people think installing a normal air
conditioning system will serve the purpose. BryShield serves multiple purposes as it gives clean air and ensures that
there is no chance of electronic corrosion which normally leads to server failure and downtime. This product saves
data and indirectly benefits the well-being of people and assures the smooth functioning of the machines.”

Beckhoff Automation conducts Automation Update 2022 seminars in various cities of India
Beckhoff recently conducted Automation Update 2022 seminars across multiple cities in India, starting with Ahmedabad, Bengaluru,
Chennai, Pune, and Mumbai. The objective of the physical events was to showcase and demonstrate in person the latest product
updates and technological developments from the company in the past two years. There were 400+ registrations logged in with
300+ attendees across the industry segments, business segments, and sizes in India. The
event brought together practicing automation engineers from end users, manufacturers, R&D
engineers, machine designers, control system experts, system integrators, and academics.
All events began with an opening address by Jitendrakumar Kataria, MD, Beckhoff
Automation and were followed by a series of presentations/videos about Industrial PC/
Embedded PC product update, IO product update, TwinCAT product update, Motion product
updates. This was further followed by XTS-XPlanar product updates and climaxed with
MX-System and ATRO presentations. Tables with live demonstrations of Beckhoff products
were the point of attraction and made the attendees engage with the team, trying to
understand how the features demonstrated could benefit them in their business.
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Honeywell launches new suite of solutions to help optimise data centre uptime
Honeywell recently launched its data centre suite, a portfolio of outcome-based software solutions that help data centre
managers and owners optimise uptime, worker productivity, critical asset health and operational expenses while providing
better visibility into sustainability KPIs. By digitalizing, aggregating and analysing disparate critical systems into a unified
data lake, the analytics produced by the on-premises Honeywell Data Centre Suite provides operators more holistic,
actionable information to help boost efficiency and decrease costs. Discussing the demand for data storage, transfer and
processing is insatiable worldwide, Chris McLaughlin, VP - Offering Management, Honeywell Building Technologies, cited,
“Honeywell is expanding its offerings in data centres to allow facility managers to derive actionable insights securely from
their own data to help protect uptime, manage maintenance, reduce energy use and achieve scaling agility.” Moving
further, Ashish Modi, President, Honeywell Building Technologies Asia, added, “Honeywell engineers based in India played
a key role in developing the new Data Centre Suite, reinforcing our technology development capabilities in country.”

Danfoss India outlines India's decarbonisation journey with CII-GBC
Danfoss Industries in association with CII- Godrej Green Building Council (GBC), launched a report
on ‘Decarbonisation of Indian Industrial Sector’ at the recent Energy Efficiency Summit & Awards 2022,
held at India Habitat Centre, New Delhi. Speaking on this occasion, Ravichandran Purushothaman,
said, “We thank the CII GBC for this timely and insightful report which highlights the importance of
energy efficiency and latest decarbonisation solutions as India's quick green path to sustainability in an
affordable manner for India’s better tomorrow." Further, Anju Mary Kuruvilla, Director- Industry Affairs
& Sustainability, Danfoss India, stated, "Considering India's carbon neutrality commitment by 2070,
Danfoss with CII –GBC looked at some of the best possible solutions for deep decarbonisation in few
key industrial sectors through low carbon levers and technologies, that are readily available today."

Crane India inaugurates its new engineered check valves facility in Satara
Crane India has announced the inauguration of its new
engineered check valves factory in Satara, Maharashtra. The
event was hosted by Crane Process Flow Technologies India
and ChemPharma & Energy, Duo-Chek® and Noz-Chek®,
businesses of Crane Co, led by Hari Jinaga, President, Crane
India, in presence of customers, business partners and other
global leaders of the company. The ceremony enabled the
presentation of the new plant capabilities that will be completely
dedicated to its engineered check products. The company’s
precision engineering and decades of research have come
together at every step in the new state-of-the-art 10,000 m2
(approx 110,000 sq ft) manufacturing facility featuring
automated welding technology to manufacture a full range of
Noz-Chek® and Duo-Chek® valves in sizes up to 84”.
The plant meets the stringent quality and product
approvals and is capable of in-house machining for all offered size ranges. The facility offers in-house high-pressure gas and cryogenic testing for valves up to 72”.
Certified testing is also available per customers’ specific temperature or pressure requirements, detailing leak rates as well as a graphical representation of the
testing cycle. The new facility holds direct employment for approximately 100 associates, who support the requirements of a variety of industries within the chemical
processing, oil and gas, petrochemical and energy sectors including renewable energy, and other emerging markets, such as hydrogen production.
Speaking at the occasion, Jinaga, averred, “The facilities that have been built here in Satara are best-in-class; our new engineered check valves factory reflects
digital transformation trends and features a fully automated manufacturing process to ensure our products maintain the quality. Crane India has been an influential
force in the country through our contributions and investments in local communities over the past 30 years. Along with the new engineered check valves factory
inauguration, today we have also reaffirmed our partnership with local NGO Maher by opening the next building within the Crane-funded Maher Home complex for
disadvantaged children in Satara.”
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Siemens releases new version of Simatic PCS neo control system
Siemens recently launched both a new software version and new hardware components for its Simatic PCS neo
web-based process control system. With version 4.0, Simatic PCS neo is now ready for plant capacities and
large-scale projects of up to 64,000 process objects and 56 controllers. Speaking at the launch, Dr Hartmut Klocker,
VP – Automation & Engineering Systems, Siemens Process Automation, cited, "Whether individual process
modules or world-scale plants – Simatic PCS neo is the control system of the future for the process industry. As the
world's first and only completely web-based system, the process control system enables location-independent
teamwork – whether from the home office or the office, on mobile devices or desktop computers. This is a real
milestone." In version 4.0, Simatic PCS neo supports all parts of the MTP standard (Module Type Package) defined
and released jointly by NAMUR and ZVEI until now. Plant modules can thus be integrated even more easily into the
process control system and can be described, configured, and automated independently of the manufacturer.

Staqu deploys JARVIS video analytics with Olive Living spaces
Staqu recently deployed JARVIS, its flagship product with Olive living spaces. With this new proprietary
upgrade, JARVIS will be equipped to optimise the resources in an efficient manner, making living spaces/
societies smarter, safer and relatively more secure. Speaking at the occasion, Atul Rai, Co-founder & CEO,
Staqu, asserted, “Given that modern co-living spaces are more adaptive to digitise their various monitoring
activities, JARVIS helps them in getting insights of all their nooks and corners using the third eye which is an
existing CCTV camera equipped with Artificial Intelligence. JARVIS is being utilised by Olive in streamlining
their safety, security, and SOP monitoring protocol with a human independent manner and without any bias.”
Further, Kahraman Yigit, Co-founder & CEO, Olive Living, added, “The tie-up with Staqu is in perfect
alignment with Olive’s mission and vision to manage properties remotely, make living spaces safer, secure
and guarded against delinquents and wrongdoers without increasing overheads. Today we can manage
many properties from a remote location with the highest situational awareness in the industry.”

WEISS India inaugurates solution centre in Pune
WEISS India recently expanded its on-site expertise with a solution factory, localised the
assembly of its rotary indexing tables and established a global sourcing centre. At the
opening ceremony, Uwe Weiss, CEO, WEISS, and Sanjeebit Choudhury, Vice President
– Asia Pacific & CEO, WEISS India, welcomed numerous guests of honour.
To keep delivery times as short as possible for the rotary indexing tables, which have
proven their value for decades, selected product types and sizes will be assembled in India
in the future. Furthermore, the recently opened solution factory widens the company’s
expertise and makes it a full range supplier in automation. The components and solutions
designed and made in India will meet the expectations not only of customers from India but
from a broader market region. Offering CAD data and simulation models facilitates
construction of whole automation systems and virtual commissioning.
The company supplies products to customers in a total of 49 countries
around the globe and highly values being close to its customer. The Indian
subsidiary will also support the global sourcing strategy in the future, thereby
acting as a further building block for making delivery times shorter. At the
same time, this strategy increases the availability of WEISS components in
the region. The improvements in the purchasing and supply chain structure
go hand in hand with WEISS’ plan to expand the sales network.
Discussing the need of the steps taken, Weiss, cited, “India has a
very high potential when it comes to economic growth and the number of
skilled people available in the labour market. At the same time, the
geographical position of India, particularly the Pune location, is ideal for us
as the starting point for supplying our customers reliably throughout the
entire Asian region.” In line with this maxim, WEISS India’s CEO increases
the customer service activities such as after-sales services, refurbishment
and retrofit support and spare part delivery.
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“The right data strategy
is to start small”
…says Krishnan KM, CEO & Co-founder, Utthunga
Technologies, in this interview with A&D India magazine. He
explains why data availability has to be vetted against the
problem at hand, how the new generation of younger leaders is
more open to technology and the steps India needs to take before
it can call itself a manufacturing superpower. Excerpts…

What are the digital
transformation strategies
to achieve India’s ‚ Make in
India’ targets?

Make in India will be successful if Indian manufacturers can deliver global standard
products, with the right quality, at the right time and at the right cost. Digitalisation
is a key enabler to getting all three right. Thus, manufacturers must define a holistic
digital transformation strategy and incrementally implement digital solutions that are
reasonably applicable to their business dynamics in a safe and secure manner.

While many businesses believe
they need more data, most
believe they have more data
than they can handle. Do you
think this calls for a new data
strategy? How can that be
achieved?

In general, yes, there is a lot of data, and at the same time, there is no data. Therefore,
data availability has to be vetted against the problem at hand. Starting with the end
goal in mind enables efficient data management to create value. Start with basic alerts,
reports, trends and then slowly scale to more advanced algorithms for deep analytics.
Finally, avoid solely relying on analytics experts & data scientists to drive the activity.
The internal teams with years of extensive knowledge of processes should play an
equal role in generating meaningful insights from data analytics in the long-term.

Where does India’s manufacturing
sector stand globally, with respect
to Industry 4.0 and tech adoption?

The new generation of younger leaders is more open to technology. We are likely to
see an increase in tech adoption, though we will likely take another decade or so to
reach where some of the advanced industries like Germany and the US already are.

Do you think automation
can lead India to become an
economic superpower? How?

Yes, I firmly believe that automation and digitalisation will help India to achieve the
five trillion GDP goal. There are quite a few things to take care of before we can call
ourselves a manufacturing superpower, like the integration & automation of basic
systems, labour upskilling, care to worker safety, working hours/conditions, etc.
Innovation in our logistics and supply chain is also overdue.

Can you tell us about
Utthunga’s growth trajectory
and expansion plans?

Utthunga has largely been focusing on enabling large industrial automation OEMs that
deliver engineering services. In this journey, we have developed capable talent & matured
processes. This is motivating us to expand our business in digital transformation solutions
to the industry and customer segments. This is done by either working with existing OEM
customers or directly serving the industry segment that is currently not served well by
existing solution providers for various reasons. This expansion will help the organisation
develop industry domain knowledge and IT capabilities, thus making our organisation a
one-stop-shop to innovate, develop & deploy products in end-customer applications.
These are great value propositions to increase value creation for our customers.
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INTERVIEW

“We are continuously
upgrading with new
products & customising
existing ones”
... says Aniket Badhekar, CEO Sales – India &
International, Lehonn Technology. In this interview with
Neha Basudkar Ghate, he speaks about the journey so far,
challenges and growth plans. Excerpts...

What motivated you to start
Lehonn Technology? Which are
the major customer challenges
that you wish to address
through your products?

All major engineering and automation products are preferred from Europe, even the
smallest products. The major reasons are quality and the life of a product. We started
our company with the aim of manufacturing quality products to match and upscale the
level of quality. So every product we manufacture has a two year warranty, whereas
others have just one year. The design ideas are totally customised as per the client
requirement. We are continuously upgrading our basket with new products and
customising existing ones. Our aim is very very clear. ‘Kam Mein Bam’ is our motto. That
is the prime reason why all our products are ‘Plug n Play’. No programming, nothing.

With the rapid rise of automated
plants across the globe, which
products in your portfolio are
you particularly proud of?

We have seen exponential growth in our automation product, Step Lights and
this has resulted in reaching the end clients. Being a very common product with
uncommon features has led us to quickly rise. Second is the wireless bridge Just
Plug n Play. It has helped us to reach the epitome of wireless automation products.

What are the challenges
with wireless solutions for
industrial applications? How
do you address them?

Wireless products are very unpredictable due to the errors and disturbances caused
by external sources. Our products are designed with FHSS to avoid external noise.
The first product was installed in 2017 for long range and we have received only
expansion orders, no complaints of any sort. Mostly, the technical installation team
is very thorough with trials and signal strength reports, so our selection of products
and antennas gets the customer the best solution. Along with “COTMAC Siemens”,
a solution is provided to a client where a range of 35 KM on a licence-free band is
achieved. No complaints from clients who are working smoothly.

How are you strategising your
business model for a pricesensitive market like India?

We have a clear strategy of concentrating on A & B class customers directly, which
helps us with giving them better prices. The Amazon model is the best way to breach
the price-sensitive market.

What are your growth plans
for 2023?

We are starting our offices in all four major cities as the demand is increasing. We will
be appointing many more dealers, up to 25 new ones to support our sales. We are
also expanding to the Gulf with our offices, which in-turn will get us more revenue.
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Semiconductors
I MA G E C O U RT E SY: shutterstock

Redefining the Indian chip manufacturing landscape

Technology would not be imaginable without semiconductors, also known as
integrated circuits (ICs) or microchips. They play an integral role in the fabrication of
electronics like phones, computers, automobiles, planes, medical instruments, military
weapons, home and kitchen appliances, solar cells, etc, as they craft the existence of
electronic devices and enhance the compactness and power of
these devices while also diminishing their price. This Cover
Story explains the role of semiconductors in India & how vital
Anamika Mani,
Assistant Marketing Manager,
BDB India
they are for sustaining state-of-the-art technology. A read on…
14
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Semiconductor wafer

India’s move to join the worldwide chip manufacturing rush
is probably going to be its greatest industrial policy trick in
quite a while. India is poised to be the second-largest market in
the world from the perspective of scale and growing demand for
semiconductor components across several industries and
applications. Such government-directed policy intervention no
longer exists in use ever since free trade has caught up and
moved on. Chips, or incorporated circuits engraved on silicon
wafers, are at the core of each sort of assembling industry, from
autos to telecom gear, and from protection hardware to solarpowered chargers. They will become even more so in a world of
Artificial Intelligence and electric cars, which need many more
chips than gasoline-powered ones.
It has now gotten back in the game as the supply disruption in
COVID-Ukraine has made each significant economy aware of
key weaknesses and vulnerabilities. The situation would turn
around if the conflict between China and Taiwan took over,
which would affect Taiwan, which accounts for more than half
the global chip supply. The decision is crucial because
international fabrication businesses are becoming increasingly
interested in the government’s recently announced semiconductor
policy, which has offered them alluring financial incentives to
establish at least two fabrication operations in the country.

What are semiconductor chips?
Semiconductors are materials that have a conductivity
between that conductors & insulators. They can be pure elements,
silicon or germanium or compounds, gallium, arsenide, or
cadmium selenide. They are the basic building blocks that serve
as the heart and brain of all modern electronics and information
and communications technology products. These chips are now
an integral part of contemporary automobiles, household gadgets,
and essential medical devices such as ECG machines.

Manufacturing ecosystem in India
India is one of the leading centres for global semiconductor
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design companies. Due to India’s exceptional semiconductor
design talent pool, which comprises up to 20% of the world’s
semiconductor design engineers, and the large number of design
patents and IPR registered in India, the majority of international
semiconductor design companies have established design R&D
innovation centres in India. Semiconductor manufacturing,
which is crucial to meet the strategic needs of the country, has
attracted interest from global companies as a good number of
applications have been received under Semicon India programme.
An intricate ecology is required for chip manufacturing. You
need the equipment that will be used in factories, which is a
Japanese strength, the photolithography machinery that will be
used to photo-print circuits on silicon wafers, which is a Dutch
specialty, and the raw materials that will be used to make the final
product, such as neon gas and palladium, which have historically
been supplied in the largest quantities by Russia and Ukraine.
China moved early to procure some rare earths and minerals, to
counter which the US has corralled 10 other countries into a
minerals security partnership. India has been excluded.
The scheme for setting up Semiconductor Fabs in India
provides fiscal support to eligible applicants for setting up
Semiconductor Fabs which is aimed at attracting large investments
for setting up semiconductor wafer fabrication facilities in the
country. Following fiscal support has been approved under the
scheme. The scheme for setting up, Display Fabs in India provides
fiscal support to eligible applicants for setting up Display Fabs
which is aimed at attracting large investments for setting up TFT
LCD / AMOLED-based display fabrication facilities in the
country. The scheme provides fiscal support for up to 50% of
project costs, subject to a ceiling of ₹12,000 crore per Fab.
The main application of semiconductor devices, which are
necessary for a wide range of electronic products, is the
primary use of semiconductors. Semiconductor devices are
the replacement for vacuum tubes in practically all applications
because they conduct electric currents in the solid state rather
than as free electrons across a vacuum.
The diode, which functions as a one-way valve in a circuit and
only permits the flow of current in one direction, is one of the
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Semiconductor application in India

most widely used semiconductor components. Conversely,
conductors allow current to flow in both directions.
Semiconductors are also used in the design of transistors, which
are used both for fast switching and for current amplification.

Driving production
Developing domestic semiconductor production will have a
multiplier effect on several economic sectors and play a vital role
in the achievement of a $1 trillion digital economy and a $5
trillion GDP by 2026. The programme will assist India to attain
self-sufficiency, enhancing data security, and establishing digital
independence in addition to boosting semiconductor production.
The making of a semiconductor chip involves some
technological wizardry. The process starts with a common
material, like sand, and finishes with advanced circuitry made
up of many transistors, such as a microprocessor capable of
executing hundreds of millions of instructions per second. To
accomplish this, while constantly cutting the cost of a transistor
or other basic electrical components, the semiconductor
industry works on separate steps like silicon plant, water
fabrication, testing, and assembly for developing a perfect chip.

Applications for semiconductors
• Consumer electronics: Semiconductor components like
integrated chips, diodes, and transistors are used to power
devices like mobile phones, computers, game consoles,
microwaves, and The reason there are currently such
significant wait times for many consumer electrical items is
in part due to the enormous demand for these products.
• Embedded systems: Embedded systems are small computers
that form part of a larger they enable user engagement and
have control over the device. Central heating systems, digital
watches, GPS systems, fitness trackers, televisions, and
engine management systems in automobiles are just a few
examples of embedded systems that we frequently utilise.
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• Thermal conductivity: Because some semiconductors
have a high thermal conductivity, they can be employed in
some thermoelectric applications as a cooling.
• Lighting and LED display: Some semiconductors can
create light and are utilised in LEDs and OLEDs. Typically,
these semiconductors are liquid or amorphous and are
available as thin-coated films.
• Solar cells: Silicon is also the semiconductor that is most
frequently utilised in the manufacture of solar panel cells.
The physical and chemical properties of semiconductors
make them capable of designing technological wonders like
microchips, transistors, LEDs, solar cells, etc. The microprocessor
used for controlling the operation of space vehicles, trains, robots,
etc, is made up of transistors and other controlling devices that
are manufactured from semiconductor materials.

Semiconductor components sourced by India
The estimated $119 billion semiconductor market in India
will increase to $300 billion by 2026 at a compound annual
growth rate of 19%.

How is India defining space?
The chip-making gambit is part of a larger, incentive-based
push into the electronics industry. The early success in
manufacturing mobile handsets has given it a boost. It has to
be seen if it can be successful in producing display units (for
laptops, handsets, etc), another priority area. The automotive
industry and several smartphones employ mid-range
processors (28 nm), which chip manufacturers considering
setting up shop in India may want to consider as well.
The argument between a full-spectrum approach and
specialisation is inevitable. The nation has advantages in the
labor-intensive portion of chip manufacturing as well as
strengths in chip design (assembly, testing, and packaging).
Additionally, it might perform well in the assembly of
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The estimated $119 billion
semiconductor market in India will
increase to $300 billion by 2026 at a
compound annual growth rate of 19%

downstream products like mobile phones. Some component or
sub-assembly makers might invest here to feed assembly lines.
In time, an ecosystem could develop with global linkages.
The Indian government has started to make efforts to attract
foreign companies to set up semiconductor manufacturing units
in India. As part of the ‘Make in India’ initiative, India is also
finalising plans to mass-produce semiconductor chips. Recently,
the government unveiled a ₹76,000 crore package for the
development of India’s semiconductor and display manufacturing
ecosystem, including ₹2.3 lakh crore in incentives to position
India as a global hub for electronics manufacturing, with
semiconductors serving as the foundational building block.

Looking ahead
Developing domestic semiconductor production will have
a multiplier effect on several economic sectors and play a vital
role in the achievement of a $1 trillion digital economy and a
$5 trillion GDP by 2026. The programme will assist India in
attaining self-sufficiency, enhancing data security, and
establishing digital independence, in addition to boosting
semiconductor production.
The Vedanta–Foxconn joint venture has said it will begin
production with 28 nanometre (nm) chips, focusing on the
consumer electronics and mobile devices markets. Vedanta is
a vastly diversified Indian multinational company that has a
prominent presence in the power generation, mining, oil, and
gas sectors. It has revenues of over $20 billion. Hon Hai
Technology Group, also known as Foxconn internationally, is
a Taiwanese multinational electronics manufacturer ranked
22nd in the 2021 Fortune Global 500. Vedanta-Foxconn’s ₹1.54
lakh crore proposed investments to set up semiconductor
manufacturing plants in Gujarat will create a significant
impact to boost economy and jobs.
The government has received proposals worth $20.5 billion
from five companies for setting up semiconductor and display
fabrication units. Vedanta was the first to hop on. A joint venture
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of Vedanta and Foxconn, a consortium led by Abu Dhabi-based
Next Orbit Ventures and IGSS Ventures of Singapore are the
three companies that submitted applications for semiconductor
plants. Applications have been received for setting up 28 nm to 65
nm fabs with a projected investment of $13.6 billion. They have
sought support from the Center to the tune of $5.6 billion.

The process to ease manufacturing in India
• Infrastructure is essential to supply chain strategy and must
include production and quality control as well as capacity
planning, logistics, and manufacturing. A proper supply
chain, political assistance, and finance are essential
components needed for semiconductor manufacturing. As
supply chains recover, businesses will invest in digital
infrastructure that enables easy communication and
transactions in real-time.
• Power semiconductors: The creation of designs for
automotive, industrial, or consumer applications is made
easier by System Basis Chips (SBCs) and Power Management
Integrated Circuits (PMICs), which also prolong battery
life and reduce power dissipation. Integrated and reasonably
priced controllers will address the full spectrum of AC-DC
power conversion applications, and linear voltage
regulators will maintain output voltage while supporting a
wide range of voltages, including solutions for optimised
power consumption and incredibly small design.
Power semiconductors are built differently from regular
semiconductors, enabling them to endure high voltages and
large currents without being harmed. Because they can
transmit energy over great distances with little loss, they are
crucial for the effective and sustainable use of energy.
• Clean Energy: The government’s promotion of significant
participants in the energy industry as well as the
establishment of start-ups with a focus on renewable
energy sources are two factors that have contributed to
India’s recent experience with one of the fastest-growing
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The main objective of building overall
semiconductor ecosystem ensures that, it in-turn
catalyses India’s rapidly expanding electronics
manufacturing and innovation ecosystem

solar PV industries. India is a crucial market for efficient
PV inverters because it is home to five of the ten largest
solar projects currently being built worldwide.
Over the past 10 years, wind energy and solar PV installations
have grown at an unheard-of rate as governments compete to
create dependable and long-term sustainable substitutes for
fossil fuels. Devices based on silicon carbide (SiC) and gallium
nitride (GaN), according to power semiconductor
manufacturers, will be the key to overcoming a major barrier to
the expansion of renewable energy as they provide scalable
power conversion and storage solutions.
• Water: The production of semiconductors uses a lot of
water for a range of tasks, such as wafer surface cleaning
and equipment. In these phases, ultrapure water is
necessary since it is used for chemical mechanical
planarisation, solvent processing, and surface cleaning. All
fabs use a lot of UPW (Ultrapure water); the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) (2011)
estimates that device fabs use seven liters/cm2 per wafer
out. This indicates that a typical 200 mm wafer fab can
utilise up to 3,000 m3 of UPW (Ultrapure water) per day
while processing 20,000 wafers each month. That is the
same amount of water that a town of 20,000 people would
need each day. Thus, the transformation of unpurified
water from raw water is an important and complex process.
The semiconductor value chain is interrelated and linked
with several industries, governments must develop policies that
address all the crucial characteristics in the long run.
Government policies should also focus on assuring and securing
access to foreign technology suppliers through trade and foreign
policy to ensure a global level of collaboration.

Government initiatives
Government is very focused on its important objective of
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building the overall semiconductor ecosystem and ensuring that
it, in turn, catalyses India’s rapidly expanding electronics
manufacturing and innovation ecosystem. The vision of
Aatmanirbhar Bharat in electronics and semiconductors was
given further momentum by the Union Cabinet, chaired by the
Prime Minister of India, approving the Semicon India programme
with a total outlay of ₹76,000 crore for the development of the
semiconductor and display manufacturing ecosystem in our
country. The programme aims to provide financial support to
companies investing in semiconductors, display manufacturing
and design ecosystem. This will serve to pave the way for India’s
growing presence in the global electronics value chains.
India Semiconductor Mission (ISM) has been set up as an
independent business division within Digital India Corporation
with administrative and financial autonomy to formulate and
drive India’s long-term strategies for developing semiconductors,
display manufacturing facilities, and the semiconductor design
ecosystem. Envisioned to be led by global experts in the
Semiconductor and Display industry, ISM will serve as the
nodal agency for efficient, coherent, and smooth implementation
of the schemes. The vision of ISM is to create a thriving
ecosystem for semiconductor and display design and innovation
so that India may become a major player in the world of
electronics production and design. The ISM is crucial for
coordinating efforts to promote the semiconductor and display
industries in a more systematic, targeted, and all-encompassing
way. In collaboration with government ministries, departments,
agencies, businesses, academia, and the semiconductor industry,
it will develop a thorough long-term strategy for the development
of
semiconductor
manufacturing
facilities,
display
manufacturing facilities, and the semiconductor design
ecosystem in the nation. Through a safe supply chain for
semiconductors and displays, that includes raw materials,
specialised chemicals, gases, and production equipment, it will
be easier for people to embrace trusted electronics. ☐
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MANAGEMENT

INTERVIEW

“At the cusp of an industrial
revolution transformation”
…says Gaurav Bawa, Managing Director & Senior Vice President, WIKA India. In an
interaction with Sanjay Jadhav, he stresses how smart technology has been vital with
increasing automation and how the company is fully investing in its manpower and
the process of empowering them to grow. Excerpts...
Optimal efficiency, higher functionality, and safety
standards are key for measurement products in the
instrumentation industry. Can you highlight some major
milestones from WIKA in these areas?
As automation increases in every field, it is pertinent that the
industry will be looking for efficient returns on investment in
smart technology, better functionality of the machines, and of
course safety points. In each of these cases, instrumentation
plays a key role, as the success of smart technology is dependent
not only on sensors for measurements and communications but
also on actuators, valves, motors, and other control equipment
that generates continuous data that leads to efficient systems.
Smart Instrumentation today is a large part of asset
performance management, where a variety of functions,
include power management, maintenance systems, process
automation, asset optimisation and safety. In order to deliver
on the same, WIKA offers a number
of smart products aiming to cover
the entire industry range.
For example, WIKA has
a differential pressure gauge
with a pressure switch for
monitoring air filters, blowers,
industrial cooling circuits,
flows in ventilation ducts, and
the control of air and fire shutters
that are sensor driven. Not only can
they predict the heating and cooling
requirements
of
the
surroundings and adjust
themselves, but the
inbuilt software in
the system wired
through AI also
enables the
system to
send a
signal
t o
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the maintenance department in case there is any issue that
needs to be addressed.
How do you strategise your business plans for meeting
complex customer demands while being aware of costeffectiveness in the Indian market?
While WIKA’s global expertise in technology and
engineering propelled us to the leadership position in the
Test and Measurement (T&M) equipment market in India,
in the 25 years that WIKA has been present in the country,
there have also been several learnings from India.
One such typical example has been the concept of frugal
engineering, which has not only helped achieve localisation
of components but also established India as an export hub for
nearby and neighbouring countries. Our experience over the
last five years, during which we clocked double-digit growth,
demonstrated that a quality product portfolio combined with
customer servicing and efficient cost control is hardly impacted
by external factors. This has further intensified our push for
greater localisation to make India a manufacturing hub for
manufacturing more affordable WIKA products, thus taking
advantage of the value for money in labour and the supply
chain, all of which also make for better business sense.
How is your company contributing towards optimising
supply chain efficiency across several verticals?
There are three phases that occur within a successful supply
chain optimisation process. First is Supply Chain Design,
which looks at location, optimal product display, product flows,
demand forecasting, etc. Second is Supply Chain Planning,
which includes inventory planning for optimised delivery
chain, and the third phase is Supply Chain Execution which
concerns transport management and global trade management.
WIKA has adopted the use of IIoT (Industrial Internet of
Things) for supply chain traceability and efficiency. Blockchain
enables supply chain optimisation without missing the links
at each point, making it easier to negotiate with third parties
and integrate financial and logistics services.
Technology led supply chain management not only
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Gaurav Bawa, started off his career in business development and
professional sales person skilled in Quality Management with the
knowledge of Six Sigma Black Belt. He is a topper in Mechanical
engineering followed by MBA in operation and finance from
IMT. While manufacturing and machines has been his expertise,
in his journey from Eicher to GE to Schneider Electric and
currently to WIKA Group, Bawa has also transitioned from
operational roles to front-ending the businesses and leading the
strategy & tactics in his current role of heading WIKA India.

ensures seamless efficiency but also enables a green footprint,
making it a sustainable business case.

of automation and upgradation. WIKA India made an internal
list of products that needed to become smart and prioritised the
transformation of manufacturing IoT enabled products.
A key element in any organization’s growth is upscaling the
In fact, we are at the cusp of a paradigm shift of industrial
workforce. How is WIKA addressing this?
revolution, where two realms of industrial manufacturing coWIKA believes in the way forward where we all reach out exist for the first time ever in modern human history. So, while
together—the impact will be faster and better. As WIKA plans Industry 4.0 is more technology-driven, Industry 5.0 is valueto double its size, the attempt to reach the goal should also be driven. Thus, implementation of technology opens a window
together. Thus, WIKA has fully invested in its manpower and for businesses to become accountable for a green future, while
the process of empowering them to grow further. We today disruptions make deliverables more efficient and competitive.
encourage talent exchange between different geographies. A The data generated in the process, if used responsibly, allows
new talent, a good talent, deserves world-wide recognition and humankind to reap the benefits offered by the twining of AI and
also gets aligned with the global workforce. This also helps them blockchain and create a sustainable force of development. Thus,
to develop and work toward a common goal. A global training for Industry 4.0 to be optimised in the long run, we need Industry
agenda has really motivated the workers.
5.0 as it provides the weightage to the value
The HR role in WIKA has evolved
addition offered by digital adoptions.
from the traditional hiring agency to an
Business development of WIKA rides on
employee advocacy cell that not only
the competency of the products and the
supports the employees in their journey
SMART INSTRUMENTATION trained manpower. WIKA has invested in
in the organisation but also helps them
both and today can offer smart solutions
IS IMPORTANT FOR ASSET
attain their career goals. WIKA has
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT across all the verticals in which they are
also consciously looked into women
present, right from the oil and gas sector
specific job roles to bring a balance to
to the health sector.
the manufacturing industry, and today
we have women working on shop floors as well. Apart from What is the big strategy for 2023 that is targeted to create a
the directly employed workforce, we are also strengthening significant business impact?
our vendor and distribution networks as dealers provide the WIKA India has been clocking double digit growth through the
connect with the end customers. WIKA India has a dedicated last few years, including last year in 2021 when India saw the
dealer-partnership programme under which dealers are not only unprecedented impact of the second wave of the COVID-19
rewarded but also ranked according to their performance. Since pandemic. According to research by Frost & Sullivan, the Indian
these are remuneration-based performance checks, it motivates market for general-purpose electronic T&M instruments alone
others to set their own targets and perform better.
will touch $300 million by 2022. The company is targeting
doubling its turnover by 2025 by taking advantage of affordable
What are the latest advancements in the digitalisation space labour in India to build up a cost-effective production process
within WIKA? How do you think such advancements lead that is aided by a good supply chain and distribution channel.
to business development of an organisation?
We already have a strong presence in India and intend to focus
Industry 4.0 or smart industry, as it’s known, has its own challenges on strengthening our market share in the segments where
that require unique solutions for each establishment. The last we are present, while managing our service line and creating
two years, as we faced a pandemic, have sped up the adoption differentiation through customised smart solutions.

‘‘
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FOOD & BEVERAGE F O C U S

Improving the shelf life of food items
Over the years, there has been a significant change in the food and beverage industry.
The industry still continues to evolve, while shaping the future
of the sector. This glimpse explains why it is important for
manufacturers to produce food items with storage longevity
Dhirendra Choudhary,
CEO,
Bry-Air
and how they can control moisture-induced damage.
Food is an essential component of sustaining society. It
forms an inevitable part of the economy across the globe, more
so with high-value addition through processed food
consumption. India is increasingly emerging as a large exporter
of processed food across the world. According to sources, the
Indian F&B industry is expected to grow at a CAGR of 12.5%
during the 2022–27 fiscal year, as per the IMARC report.

way that it can either be sold as hot, ready-to-eat dishes; room
temperature, shelf-stable products, or refrigerated or frozen
products. This puts a lot of responsibility on the manufacturers to
produce food in such a way as to ensure storage longevity
throughout its shelf life while ensuring that quality is intact
throughout the various stages of food processing, storage, and
transportation. Hence, the F&B industry has to continuously
ensure that the freshness, taste, nutritional value, and hygiene of
the food are retained till it reaches the end-consumer.
Storage longevity is essential
As a result, the industry needs to closely monitor the
It has been observed that, with time, consumer consumption quality, processing, and packaging of the end-product. There
behaviour has transformed a lot. Changing lifestyles with well- must be no damage or harm to the food item because of any
complemented technological advancements, consumers today to external factors, and at the same time, it must comply with
highly prefer convenience and snacks foods. Such convenience the necessary industry standards and checks before going out
food is designed and packaged with the purpose of easing storage, for delivery. To meet all the industry requirements, the F&B
transportation, and consumption. It has to be prepared in such a industry is gradually investing in advanced technologies to
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meet rising consumer demand by employing
sophisticated methods for food processing.

FOOD & BEVERAGE

more

Agglomeration in spices is also a very common problem.
Almost every household is troubled with the problem of spices
forming lumps due to the absorption of moisture. The problem
is magnified multifold in a factory setup where huge masses of
Addressing the challenge of moisture
spices are under processing, which, after absorbing moisture,
In this endeavour to preserve the quality of food items, show resistance to free flow from one process to another and
moisture poses a serious problem for the industry. It is the source even stick to the processing machines, spoiling the remaining
of the biggest menace throughout the life of the food, right from spices and at the same time incurring huge losses to the
storage, processing, & packaging to transportation. Uncontrolled company with the huge quantity of spoilt products.
humidity is a great hindrance to an efficient food processing
system, as even the slightest presence of moisture in the air can Sogginess
lead to condensation and at the same time foster an environment
Snacks items like chips, wafers, biscuits, etc, become soggy
that promotes the growth of bacteria in the food.
and compromise quality as well as taste when processed in the
It is not just responsible for the spoilage of food but also presence of moisture.
creates inconvenience in the form of inconsistent production,
longer drying times, the loss of key characteristics of the food Inconsistent spray-drying
product, etc. All the factors together lead to severe problems
Spray/ fluidised dryers make use of hot air in large quantities
like frequent downtime of production units, rejections, losses, to dry food. In case the air is laden with moisture, it could lead to
and maybe a loss of brand image in the market. Looking at the inconsistent production, substandard product quality, take
criticality of moisture control, the F&B industry must actively longer drying time, and rapid downtime. Hence, the air must be
eliminate moisture throughout the processing, packaging, and completely dry with no traces of contamination and foreign
storage stages to maintain the taste, flavour, and shelf life of particles. To curb the menace of moisture in food, the F&B
convenience food throughout its life cycle.
industry must install dehumidifiers to regulate temperature and
humidity at any given point. Deploying desiccant dehumidifiers
Let’s elaborate on the various problems arising due to humidity:
at the processing facilities maintains the required humidity level
Microorganism growth
at a specific temperature all around the year, irrespective of the
It has been found that moisture is the major cause of the weather conditions. It is highly efficient at achieving an RH as
rapid growth of microorganisms and bacteria, which are highly low as 1% and even lower, where it constantly maintains the
responsible for food contamination. With the demand for level during storage, production, processing, packaging, and
processed foods like powdered milk, coffee, sweets, dried drying without being influenced by ambient conditions.
vegetables and fruits, frozen food, spices, namkeen, etc increasing
manifold, manufacturers need to be more vigilant than ever in How do dehumidifiers help?
keeping the food manufacturing machinery, facility, and
Dehumidification is highly efficient and versatile for the
surroundings as dry as possible. In the brewery, high humidity
leads to mould and fungus growth in the fermentation and F&B industry, which minimises the risk of stocks getting spoiled
kegging areas. But it is very tricky to achieve the required by achieving optimum humidity levels. It comes with the most
environmental conditions as water forms an essential part of the cost-effective and advanced solutions that require minimal
manual intervention. It plays a crucial role in retaining the
product and the operations involved in food processing.
freshness of the food throughout its shelf life. Dehumidifiers are
effective in minimising chances of food rejection, malfunctioning,
Stickiness, lumping and agglomeration
Confectionery items like chocolates, candies, chewing gum, inconsistency of processes, condensation problems, and fungal
etc that are high in sugar content are susceptible to absorbing or mould growth. It helps in achieving a cleaner production
moisture from the surroundings and becoming sticky. The environment, and it also prevents and removes frost and ice
presence of moisture leads to a loss of gloss and luster, a sugar formation in cold storage and freezers. With the increased
bloom, and a change in flavour. Similarly, powdered foods like demand for processed food, the F&B industry must resort to
soups, milk, coffee, etc are highly hygroscopic and start to dehumidification solutions to reduce the waste of food by
agglomerate in the presence of moisture. If processing is done keeping intact the flavour, colour, and aroma for a longer time.
without the elimination of moisture, there is a high probability of This will substantially contribute to better ROI for food
processors and exporters across the globe. ☐
lumping, caking, and cluster formation in the powdered food.
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How new sensor and encoder
standards are fit for Industry 4.0?
Sensors play an important role as ‘organs of perception’ in automated solutions, while new
encoders are flexible for different applications in the field of motion control. The article
highlights how new standards set for sensors and encoders make them fit for Industry 4.0.
To implement Industry 4.0 concepts in the automation
industry, sensors not only need to provide measured values
or signals, but the latter also needs to be communicated. This
type of communication should always be simple and efficient
– from the sensor level via control and process control levels
up to the company level. This is the only way to benefit from
the many advantages offered by Industry 4.0.

IO-Link potential
ifm opts for IO-Link to ensure simple and efficient digital
sensor communication. This interface, which is integrated
into almost all new sensors that ifm puts on the market, is
added to the standard analogue interfaces such as 4...20 mA.
What is more, IO-Link has the potential to replace analogue
transfer of measured values. Since IO-Link data transmission
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is digital, measured values cannot be distorted by interference
on the cable.
Another great advantage of IO-Link transmission is the
option to add further information, such as the status
information of the sensor, and to communicate it
simultaneously. Also, when it comes to sensor configuration,
IO-Link offers many advantages, since parameter settings can,
for example, be directly adopted from an IO master. Hence, a
time-consuming sensor setting is no longer necessary.
The new generation of IO-Link masters from ifm is
extremely robust and offers two Ethernet ports with a switch
for Profinet. The LR device software is used to configure the
connected sensors and actuators. The intuitive software finds
all IO-Link masters in the Ethernet network and creates an
overview of the whole plant. This is something entirely new
in the market.
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Setting new standards
with the new encoders making
the user fit for Industry 4.0

Integrating sensors with IO-Link
Additionally, integrating sensors with IO-Link makes it
possible to use sensor data for higher-level ERP systems. For
this, the Linerecorder is offered. It enables bidirectional
communication between many different interfaces. This
allows communication between ERP systems and data from
units at field, control, and process control levels. With this
system, the data can be transmitted directly to the ERP system
without putting additional strain on the PLC in the
automation solution. ifm has termed this direct sensor data
path, which bypasses the control level, the Y path because the
data reaches both the PLC and the company management
level by splitting up like the letter Y. IO-Link is the foundation
for a successful implementation of all Industry 4.0 concepts.

More than just encoders
Magnetic operating principles in combination with unique
signal evaluation supported by powerful microcontrollers:
These features make the new encoders a real alternative to
traditional photoelectric encoders. Thanks to extended
intelligent functions the new encoders are flexible for different
applications in the field of motion control. The display,
operating keys, and user-friendly parameter setting and
diagnostics via IO-Link make them unique.

Three operating modes with the performance line
Firstly, they can be used as incremental encoders. The
resolution between 2 and 10,000 pulses/revolution can be freely
set. The units can also be used as counters. The direction of
counting (up/down) and the switch points can also be selected.
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The third operating mode is used for rotational speed
monitoring. The user sets a rotational speed range. The outputs
switch when the current value is above or below the limit
values. That means that the encoders operate automatically as
rotational speed or standstill monitoring systems.

Display ensures a clear overview
All functions and parameters can be set on the unit via
push buttons and LED displays. During operation, the current
pulse, count, or rotational speed values are displayed according
to the set mode. The innovation: The two colours (red/green)
show the user at once if the machine is in the acceptable range
or if limit values have been exceeded. Furthermore, the display
can be rotated electronically by 180º, which allows flexible
installation positions.
Another innovation: The parameters can be set not only
directly on the new encoders but also in a user-friendly way
via IO-Link. These options for communication ensure that the
units are more than fit for Industry 4.0.

Practical use orientation
The high shock and vibration resistance enables use for
applications in harsh environments. A practical detail: The
cable entry or the rotatable M12 connection for connector
units can be used both radially and axially. In the end, the
selection of the suitable encoder is reduced to the matching
flange and the shaft—everything else can be freely configured
by the user. ifm offers a basic version for users who use the
unit as an encoder and do not need the pushbuttons and
display. This version can also be set completely via IO-Link. ☐
Courtesy: ifm electronic India
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Robotics beyond cost benefits: Elevating
human workforce to new levels
In recent years, the warehousing industry has witnessed massive growth, which
has led them to optimise capacity and operational efficiency. A notable shift in
incentives for automation is apparent as the fourth industrial revolution is being
ushered in. This segment throws light on how attention is no
longer only on automation for lower capital expenses but also
Heico Sandee,
Founder & CTO,
Smart Robotics
the desire for better physical work floor conditions.
The warehousing industry has seen a supercharged
demand for faster response times and around-the-clock
delivery, especially with the growth of e-commerce. This
resulted in supply chains having to constantly keep up with
the rise in demand. In turn, the warehousing industry had to
accommodate capital efficiency against a growing global
labour shortage. Not to mention, having to optimise capacity
and operational efficiency.
However, specifically for the market in India, the availability
and cost of labour did not have as great an impact on warehouses’
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efficiency as it did in other corners of the globe. Despite labour
shortages not being a challenge in this market, under unique
circumstances, it is not always possible for warehouse employees
to optimally utilise their time and capacity to conduct their
daily tasks. In particular, tasks that require physical labour,
such as parcel picking, sorting, and palletising and depalletizing.
Due to heightened levels of pressure, stemming from changes
in consumer behaviour, supply and demand have caused
working conditions to be less favourable towards supporting
effective manual labour. In the case where warehousing
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With automation being used in
warehouses, there has been tremendous
improvement in speed and dependability

infrastructure cannot support the physical wellbeing of
employees conducting manual tasks, automation should be
regarded as a valuable solution for warehouse optimisation and
to protect the health and safety of employees.

Automation and robotics in warehousing
Historically, reducing costs has certainly been one of the
biggest motivators and incentives for automation. In warehouse
operations, the pick and place processes contribute as much as
55% of the total operational expense. To reduce operational
costs and to increase warehouse efficiency, companies should
focus on optimising these processes before they fall too far
behind the supply and demand of the greater market.
However, as the fourth industrial revolution is being
ushered in, a notable shift in incentives for automation is
apparent. The focus is no longer solely on automation for lower
capital expenses but incorporates the desire for better physical
work floor conditions across warehouses.
As mentioned, the primary motivation for introducing
automation into the warehouse was to save operational costs.
However, the benefits of automation stretch beyond cutting back
on company expenses. The reasons for automation have changed
dramatically. The motivation for automation is no longer to save
capital and resources but to improve speed and dependability.
Not only does automation speed up productivity, the
mental and physical well-being of employees improves as
robotic systems take over repetitive and strenuous tasks.
Robotics has the unique potential to assist the human
workforce’s performance by improving the quality of
experience for the workforce. Instead of conducting timeconsuming and repetitive tasks, employees can rather
dedicate their efforts towards learning how to manage robots
in the warehouse. When these systems are implemented
correctly, they give employees the time to learn a more
sophisticated skill set whilst robots take care of repetitive
tasks. This includes their health and safety in a particularly
hazardous work environment.
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Considering the health and safety of employees,
automation solves ergonomic challenges that develop over
time. Risks are particularly high in traditional facilities where
employees pick and prepare orders manually. Employees can
spend a large portion of their day performing strenuous tasks
(running up and down aisles, bending and reaching to retrieve
goods, moving products in and out of storage, loading pallets;
lifting heavy crates and boxes, etc). These activities put
considerable tension on muscles, joints, tendons, and nerves.
While some injuries are minor, like sprains and pulled
muscles, there are risks that lead to serious, long-term issues.
These conditions—such as repetitive stress injuries, repetitive
motion injuries, musculoskeletal disorders, cumulative
trauma disorders, and cumulative trauma injuries—can mean
a lifetime of chronic pain.
This is where robotics becomes a viable option to solve
very human problems. Looking at the evolution of robotics,
robots are now being designed to co-exist with employees and
interact with them on a daily basis. Robots are now
collaborating with employees and taking over repetitive tasks
that mitigate risks and injuries.

Optimising work environment
To address rising health and safety concerns, optimising
warehouse infrastructure can greatly minimise health and
safety risks and lead to long-term benefits that enhance
employee well-being in the workplace.
Some options include tailor-made robotic systems to
seamlessly integrate with existing warehouse infrastructure.
This way, little disruption is caused in terms of the physical
environment. Robots are also becoming smaller and smarter,
further reducing potential injuries caused by robotic systems.
Collaborative robots (cobots) can work in close proximity
with warehouse employees. In some cases, it’s even possible
to make physical contact with the cobot as part of their
normal functions, and since most cobot models have built-in
safety controls to prevent hazardous contact, safety is
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An employee helping the
robot to reset and recalibrate

guaranteed to a greater degree.
recalibrate or correct itself, employees should be empowered
On the front of optimising work performance for better to problem solve and help the robot reset. This is only
health and safety, expectations are redefined when it comes possible with the proper training models in place.
to the accuracy and agility with which robotic systems
operate. Taking into account the strenuous tasks warehouse What lies in the future
employees perform when moving large goods, robots can
The goal is mechanical orchestration, in which a team of
handle a large variety of objects whilst replacing the rigid
robots, steered by sophisticated software and artificial
activities for employees.
Although robotic systems can be designed to integrate intelligence, can move boxes and products in a seamless
with the physical environment they find themselves in, some environment. This does not mean that robots will replace
warehouses still demand a significant degree of flexibility to humans, but rather complement and enhance their skills
accommodate new processes. As a response to this, new instead. As is expected, the adoption of robotics in
technologies have developed to the point where warehouses warehouses will globally increase by 50% or more in the next
don’t have to be designed around the robots, but the robots five years, according to surveys taken by the Material
can be built to operate on the warehouses’ terms instead. Handling Institute, an industry trade group.
As more fulfilment centres are moving towards becoming
With new technologies constantly emerging, robot designs
are becoming more human-centric, contributing to the “smart warehouses”, prioritising areas of improvement is key in
promise of reducing occupational health and safety risks that creating an optimised warehouse. Staying flexible and focusing
on resource productivity and efficiency is one of the best
form part of the robotised workplace structure.
practices in creating valuable, career-enhancing opportunities
for employees, whilst aiming to leverage smart technologies.
Best use of technology
As warehouses move from manual to automated processes,
If warehouses want to optimise the efficiency of their data mitigation will require a heightened level of attention.
workforce and the efforts that go towards working cooperatively Creating a smart warehouse therefore demands a strategic
with robotics, robotic integration in the warehouse needs to and regulatory framework to deploy logistics at scale as well
happen as seamlessly as possible. This also means that the as the standardisation of interfaces and harmonisation of
automated systems have to be easy to use, not requiring business processes.
employees to have a background in working with robotics.
These factors cannot be overlooked when planning for
Alongside easy-to-integrate robotics, employees need to the future, as smart warehouses essentially reduce employee
undergo proper training in a proactive manner. This ensures time spent on physically and mentally draining tasks, as well
greater confidence that employees can efficiently collaborate as eliminate non-ergonomic, repetitive work done by
with the new robotic systems.
humans. Thus, the future of warehouse automation is set on
The designs of robotic systems are also becoming easier- boosting human productivity and developing their capacity
to-use. Some robots are fully autonomous, requiring almost to quickly pick up critical skills and adapt to the constantly
no human input to operate. However, where a robot cannot changing demands of the workplace. ☐
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How are cobots raising
the productivity bar?
The current state of robotics technology has completely changed manufacturers’
views on automation. From small, entry-level robots to large, industrial robots and
back to petite robots, the use of cobots has significantly upgraded manufacturing
operations across factories. The article tracks down the
benefits of cobots and explains how they efficiently
Sougandh KM,
Country Manager – India,
Universal Robots
contribute to increasing production uptime.
Over the years, improvements in existing technology and
the innovation of new automated solutions have brought
about technological change. Since its inception in 1960,
robotic technology has undergone significant development.
During the industrial revolution, the ‘Unimate’ robot made
its debut. Unimate was a task-performing robot with an
extended arm that had numerous motors installed within the
robot. Robotic technology is now recognised by
manufacturers all around the world for its multiple benefits,
and it is unstoppable.
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Industrial robots: Pros and cons
Innovation comes with large and bulky industrial robots that
do not require human intervention. Industrial robots have
proven to improve productivity due to their capability to work at
high speeds. However, industrial robots also come with cons.
As these robots are expensive, they are most likely affordable
only to large enterprises. Additionally, the robots require safety
fences to ensure that human employees are kept out of danger.
Hence, industrial robots may not be a solution for small- & mid-
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Cobots are most suited for repetitive
operations. They are flexible and can
be deployed to work on multiple tasks.

sized manufacturers with limited space and financial constraints.
Besides, the robots are not easily programmable; therefore, they
require professional engineers to operate and maintain them.
Their usage was also limited to a single task, which made them an
unnecessary expense for many. As such, industrial robots are
used only in large enterprises due to their specific nature.

global industrial robotics market.
The history of robots has always been closely tied to the
automobile industry. Now, cobots have proliferated all over the
world and have been deployed in multiple sectors. The
COVID-19 pandemic has left manufacturers in distraught
conditions. The pandemic has taken a toll on the lives of
millions of people, leading to a labour crisis across the globe.
In times of adversity, cobot automation has become
Embracing robotic technology
advantageous for manufacturers. Besides helping to solve the
While industrial robots have significantly changed the way labour crisis, automation has also solved ongoing challenges,
manufacturers work, the number of limitations has led to a rise in including commodity prices, supply chains, shortened delivery
the demand for more innovative robots. According to Allied times, and shifting customer expectations.
Market Research, the worldwide robotics market is forecast to
Cobots are most suited for repetitive operations such as
develop at a CAGR of 13.5% and is estimated to reach $189.36 pick-and-place processes and heavy lifting tasks. Cobots relieve
billion by the year 2027. Reports have shown that the human employees from the dull, dirty, and monotonous tasks
manufacturing sectors have greatly embraced robotic technology. by working on jobs that require humans’ cognitive abilities.
As the saying goes, “Our needs will be the real creator.” Compared to conventional industrial robots, cobots are flexible
Innovation in technology has always been driven by consumer and can be deployed to work on multiple tasks. Across all
needs. With time, small, compact and advanced robots were industries, cobot applications are numerous. These encompass
created. Now, robots are customised to meet the demands of tasks including assembly, dosing, finishing, machine tending,
end-users. This brought about a rise in collaborative robots, or handling materials, welding, removing materials, performing
in short, cobots. Cobots are designed to work alongside human quality checks, palletising, and more. The most popular and
employees (upon risk assessment), ensuring that the safety of common applications of cobots are as follows:
employees is placed as a top priority.
As compared to traditional industrial robots, cobots are What is material handling?
compact, requiring less space when installed. With a payback
Material handling refers to the movement of production
period as short as 12 months, cobots have become an ideal
solution for small- and mid-sized enterprises. In addition, cobots parts, typically on or off a conveyor belt or holding a part in
are easily programmable, even manufacturers with no place for production. It is one of the most dangerous jobs in
manufacturing lines. Materials such as metal, plastic, and
programming or robotic background can operate a cobot.
other substances can pose a great risk to human workers.
Additionally, many material handling tasks are repetitive,
Cobots: A necessity for manufacturing
which can give rise to repetitive strain injury.
Cobots are widely adopted by various industries, including
manufacturing and automotives. According to the market Assembly and quality assurance
research firm Interact Analysis, the market for cobots is
Assembly processes entail the picking and transporting of
estimated to reach $7.5 billion by 2027, up from $400 million
in 2017. The cobots market accounted for 29% of the entire products ranging from large items to small fittings. The
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Cobots help to improve
production capabilities

welding of small pieces together and drilling screws require a
high level of precision. Cobots can also be deployed to assist
with quality assurance. In contrast to humans, cobots can
execute monotonous activities without growing weary or
suffering from a decline in production performance.

Palletising

• Innovation – The world of manufacturing and industrial
operations is changing. Exploring business automation is
necessary for enterprises looking to increase their
competitive advantage and make the best use of limited
resources. Cobots have become the perfect companion
for manufacturers of all sizes.
• Sustainability – Across all industries, sustainability has
been one of the most discussed topics. As people are
becoming more environmentally cautious, manufacturers
need to rethink their business strategies. Businesses are
pressured to demonstrate how they are cutting their
emissions and reducing harmful waste.

Palletising is the epitome of physically taxing activities that
are prone to injuries after working for a prolonged period.
The use of cobots for heavy lifting operations not only ensures
human workers are relieved from moving heavy loads, but
also improves production efficiency. Now, cobots have been
widely introduced to conduct palletising activities. They Boosting manufacturing excellence
specialise in taking on tedious and monotonous chores,
As collaborative robots continue to prove the positive impacts
freeing up employees to work on more productive tasks.
Unprecedented levels of competition and increased they can potentially bring to businesses of all sizes, the deployment
consumer expectations for speed and customisation have of cobots in the manufacturing sector rises. Automation, or
presented challenges for modern firms. The newest specifically, cobots offer organisations a cost-effective and longtechnologies promote both mechanical efficiency and human lasting solution. These advanced robots are evolving with
technology to become more complex. Furthermore, the
innovation, giving users the best of both worlds.
Cobots have been recognised to boost efficiency and also offer combination of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning has
manufacturers a competitive advantage in the market. Below are elevated the level of robotics technology. With the help of cuttingsome of the additional benefits that cobot brings to manufacturers. edge technology, cobots will be able to enhance operations in
• Resolves workforce shortage – Cobots provide a promising factories and even offer useful data analytics, such as predictive
solution for overcoming labour shortages. Some analytics and recommendations for process improvement.
Industry 4.0 has indeed revolutionised the manufacturing
organisations especially SMEs, have less room to manoeuvre
compared to larger ones when it comes to attracting and industry. Automation has been placed at the centre stage,
retaining workers of all skill levels. Millennials and Gen Zs further establishing itself as the pillar of digital technologies.
are simply not entering the manufacturing workforce at the As we move towards Industry 5.0, digital transformation will
same rate as older workers are retiring. Hence, businesses become more meaningful. The perfect collaboration between
need to seek a longer-term solution to their workforce issues. humans and machines within the digital ecosystem will drive
• Productivity – Cobots allow for improved productivity a change in the future of manufacturing. The collaboration
and efficiency. In fact, cobots can achieve a return on between man and machine will increase, in which robots do
investment in as little as 12 months. Cobots reduce the strenuous and repetitive work while humans act as the
cost of production as well as provide quality products creative architects. Human creativity and smart technologies
will become a decisive force soon. ☐
with the least or negligible errors.
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Meeting optimal production rates with
automated material handling systems
A few decades ago, the introduction of advanced technology, digitisation and automation
completely revolutionised the way factories and the manufacturing sector work. The article
highlights the basic features, principles, and benefits of automated material handling systems.
On a fundamental level, our society can be divided into base
and superstructure. The former comprises resources like factories,
industries, warehouses, raw materials, land, and more that
generate revenue for a country. On the other hand, superstructure
refers to society’s institutions and cultural elements like religion,
tradition, the judiciary, and more. Businesses and industries
bring in a huge amount of money that ensures the seamless
operation of a society. Even though industries play an integral
role in a country’s growth and development, very few people have
comprehensive knowledge about different tools, equipment, and
systems installed on an industrial site.

variety of products over a short distance in a manufacturing
plant or a warehouse. In addition, the market for material
handling equipment is rapidly expanding due to globalisation.
So, there are two ways in which goods can be carried from
one point to another: manually and through automated
technology. What is manual material handling? It uses human or
physical force to lift, move, store, or retrieve all industrial
products and goods. Generally, organisations are dependent on
animal or human labour for a manual handling system. Lowering,
lifting, pulling, pushing, restraining, holding, and carrying are
some activities that fall under manual material handling.

What is a material handling system?

Features of an automated material handling system

In simple terms, material handling is a procedure that
involves moving goods, packing, storing, and unpacking a

In the latter, automated material handling systems come
into play. They utilise upgraded technology to build efficient
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Automated material handling

computerised systems that require minimal human assistance
for moving, locating, retrieving, or storing products or goods.
Here is a brief insight into some of the many features of
automated material handling systems:
• They are faster, easily scalable, and more agile. Additionally,
the operator can also adapt automated equipment or
system to simultaneously carry out more than one task.
• Controllers, conveyors, wheels, casters, automated storage,
and retrieval systems are some of the many components of
an automated material handling system.
• Automated material handling systems are exclusively
designed to handle the routing, identification, and delivery
of material to the right machine or system. This is also
applicable for removing or placing the material from
different load ports.
• Irrespective of the transport, automated material handling
systems deliver optimum results when the material
information is visible and available in all the systems used
by the operational staff.
• These systems use the material and carrier tracking systems
to spot the material at the pickup point. Next, they move
towards the second destination and successfully transport
the material at hand.

Advantages of automated
material handling systems
Previously, human labour was one of the most important
tools in an industrial setting. However, with automation
technology and systems, onsite operators only need to
provide these systems with accurate coding and directions to
meet the required production rates.
Below we have carefully curated a list of benefits and
advantages of onboarding best-in-class automated material
handling systems:
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• Efficient use of human labour: According to experts and
professionals, one of the biggest drawbacks of industrial
automation is that it leads to redundant work profiles
and unemployment. However, this equipment ensures
that operators and administrators get time to relax, take
breaks, and don’t exhaust themselves in meeting daily
targets. While machines and equipment take care of
labour work, workers only must assist and supervise,
allowing them to put their best foot forward at work.
• Better time management: Time management is the key to
efficient business functioning. There are several repetitions
in industrial processes due to many factors like equipment
failure, poor management, functional inaccuracies, and
more. In automated material handling systems, machines
are already encrypted with pre-planned instructions that
offer better results in a short span of time. Automated
machines reduce the amount of time it takes to transport
material from one point to another. How does that happen?
In industrial automation processes, every step becomes
more accurate and predictable, improving the overall cycle
time. In addition, this also helps in giving customers a
more precise delivery date.
• Minimal contamination: With the rising concern of
global warming and environmental degradation, people
from different sectors of our society are stepping up to
take responsibility for building a more green and
sustainable future. As industries are equipped with a
diverse range of systems and machines, they contribute
to the pollution levels of the environment.
The floating pollutants are easily stirred by the functioning
of machines, contaminating the air and the product that is
under production. Hence, as automated material handling
systems reduce movements, they ensure that the industry has
a minimal environmental impact. ☐
Courtesy: Schneider Electric
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Adding transparency to digital product
development with visualisation
Product development is becoming increasingly demanding. Quality requirements are rising, so
designers need to consider criteria such as sustainability and energy efficiency. Visualisation
software offers the potential to reveal the complex interaction between all different parameters
and features of the planned product. The report talks about how such tools provide a reliable
basis for making informed decisions about the design alternatives of a product.
Data visualisation has turned into a megatrend. It is about
more than just using visual representations to illustrate
numbers – the visualisation provides an overview, highlights
structures and reveals correlations. Given the exponential
growth of data quantities in all sectors – whether business,
industry, retail or transport – the flood of data can no longer
be controlled without visualisation.
The Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics Research
IGD in Darmstadt has developed a particularly promising
visualisation application. Its main focus is on product design, i.e.,
the development of products in which all the variable
characteristics or performance indicators are calculated and
balanced. Together with the Linz Center of Mechatronics (LCM)
in Austria, the Fraunhofer researchers applied this project
specifically to the development of electric motors. The research
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partner from Linz generated the technical data and, based on this,
executed the mathematical simulation of all product parameters.

All product parameters in a
single interactive visualisation
Visual representation created by the Fraunhofer software
covers all criteria that are relevant for the development of the
motor, this includes size, weight, engine power, torque,
consumption, costs, efficiency and temperature. Typically, up
to 10 different criteria are observed at the same time.
Visualisation depicts the interactions of individual
parameters in the form of exact curve charts and, in particular,
communicates what happens when one value is changed.
Changing a value often leads to conflicts of interests. If, for
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Visualisation software

instance, the desired engine power is increased, costs increase
as well, to name just one example.
The visualisation is by no means static. The developer can
change the value of each parameter continuously by moving a
slider, thereby eliminating undesired values, such as excessive
costs. The software displays how this affects the other criteria
in real time. In this way, it is possible to run through what-if
scenarios for the different design alternatives.
While this may seem trivial at first glance, the interaction of
the parameters is highly complex. “Including nine or ten
parameters quickly results in several hundred different design
alternatives,” explains Lena Cibulski, Project Lead - Information
Visualisation & Visual Analytics, Fraunhofer IGD.
The visualisation not only supports developers and engineers
during their daily work, it can also be of great help during
presentations to the company’s customers or members of
management. They can see the available options at one glance
and explore all the possible design alternatives in an easily
understandable way. “There is no single best solution,” says
Cibulski. There are only a few options available, each with unique
characteristics and performance indicators that responsible
decision-makers must weigh. This results in a product with
features and performance characteristics that are carefully
balanced and represent the best possible compromise.
The visualisation software offers two additional features to
make the decision process even more transparent. Shortlisted
design alternatives can be marked as favourites and highlighted
with a specific colour. They will always remain visible in the
visualisation. In addition, the developers can specify limits for
individual properties. This ensures that the product meets the
required specifications, for example with regard to
consumption or performance.

Visualisation reveals hidden relationships
The tool is not meant to replace the expertise of an experienced
engineer. Instead, it helps them utilise their knowledge and
experience as efficiently as possible. For example, they could use
the software to try out unconventional ideas directly on the
screen. “It often comes down to nuances. A small change in a
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certain value, even if it is only the wall thickness of the material at
a certain location, can have unpredictable effects on other
parameters,” explains Cibulski. As such, the visualisation tool
also makes hidden relationships visible. Furthermore, on-screen
simulations help eliminate design errors and minimise risks.
The software is web-based. The customer or business partner
only needs to click on a link to launch the software and can then
compare and evaluate all the alternatives themselves –
dramatically speeding up communication and coordination
processes. However, the software can also be installed locally on a
computer, if required. The software application developed by
Cibulski and her team at Fraunhofer IGD is not dependent on the
simulation model provided by the Linz Center of Mechatronics.
In principle, any simulation model can be used for visualisation.
The selected model determines the options to be compared and
calculates their values for the desired product parameters. The
resulting solution candidates can then be imported into the
Fraunhofer application and compared with each other.

Applications in many industry sectors
This enables the Fraunhofer researchers to offer their
visualisation software for various industry sectors. In the case of
electric motors, the software is suitable both for the development
of new motors and for the further development and optimisation
of existing products. “The software is an ideal choice whenever
dealing with many design options and a number of incompatible
quality criteria that require a compromise to be made,” explains
Cibulski. Examples include decisions involved in considerations
about energy supply concepts for a building or in the
development of complex production systems in a factory.
Product development has become much more complex in
recent years. As an example, aspects such as sustainability and
energy efficiency have been included as additional targets as a
result of the climate debate. This complexity makes visualisation
even more important because it creates a transparent and
reliable basis for all decisions. As such, visualisation is an
important part of the workflow and helps accelerate the entire
product development process. ☐
Courtesy: Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
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Improving battery power
efficiency of IoT devices
This column explores how to make Internet of Things devices more energy efficient. It
covers a quick refresher on battery management before focusing on the critical role of
nanopower in ship mode and sleep mode. Finally, it provides
a new solution that better optimises these two aspects of
battery management, which reduces the power consumption
Suryash Rai,
Product Applications Engineer,
levels and board space compared to traditional methods.
Analog Devices
In the connected world of the internet, IoT plays a
crucial role by connecting different sensing nodes and
transmitting the data to a secure server. Power management
is one of the focus areas to increase the efficiency of the
IoT application.
In most applications, the sensor node (data acquisition
element) is placed in a remote area and powered by a battery.
The life of the battery depends on how efficiently we design
the power strategies for the sensor node. Most of the time,
the sensor node stays in sleep mode and switches to active
mode only when it requires data acquisition. The duty cycle
of these devices is low. To maximise the battery life, we need
to improve the sleep current of IoT applications.
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Basics of power management
In a typical IoT system, the wireless sensor node is mostly
battery-operated and, thus, inherently constrained by battery
life. To maximise the life of the sensor node, power
management is crucial. The duty cycle concept is a common
practice for saving power in a sensor node. Since overhearing
and idle listening are major sources of energy wastage in the
sensor node, we can evaluate a wireless sensor node’s power
consumption using three different areas:
• Sensor
• Microcontroller
• Radio operation
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The typical building
blocks of an IoT system

The sensor collects raw data like temperature and
humidity and sends this data to the microcontroller. The
microcontroller processes the raw data and transmits this
data to the cloud or data centre using a radio link. However,
given that typical sensor applications operate at very low
duty cycles (ranging from 0.01 – 1%) and are idle most of the
time, adopting a power management scheme where sensor
node sleep current is ultralow will conserve battery life. An
example of such an application is a smart irrigation system
where the sensor node measures the soil moisture and
collects data only once per hour.

Roles of ship mode and sleep mode
Ship mode and sleep mode are the common jargons used
in battery-operated IoT devices and are crucial aspects of
power management in IoT applications. The ship mode is a
nanopower state that prolongs battery life during the
shipment stage of a product. In ship mode, the battery is
electrically disconnected from the rest of the system to
minimise power drain while the product is idle or not used.
Push-buttons are used to release the ship mode and start the
normal operation of the device.
Once the device is in active condition, sleep mode is used
to extend the battery life. In sleep mode, all the peripherals
of the system are either shut down or operating at their
minimum power requirement. IoT devices wake up
periodically, perform a specific task, and then return to
sleep mode.
Different sleep modes can be achieved by disabling
various peripherals of the wireless sensor node. For example,
in modem sleep, only communication blocks are disabled. In
light sleep mode, most of the blocks, including the
communication block, sensor block, and digital blocks, are
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disabled, and in deep sleep mode, the wireless sensor node is
completely powered off.
Enabling the deep sleep mode in the sensor node can
maximise the battery life. Therefore, optimising the deep sleep
current is the only way to improve the overall battery life.

Duty cycling method:
Enable deep sleep mode in IoT applications
Duty cycling in the IoT module is one of the popular
techniques for enabling the deep sleep mode. While a wireless
sensor node is in deep sleep, most of the peripherals are off or
in shutdown mode, consuming only new nanoamperes of
current. A time-keeping device like the real-time clock (RTC)
will wake up the IoT module after a programmed timeout. In
this technique, the microcontroller is completely off while the
system is in deep sleep mode. However, after recovery, there
is always a start-up boot time involved that will add an
undesirable delay. Given this trade-off, the impact of the
proposed principle depends on the characteristics of each
node and the duty cycle of the application.

The conventional solution
In the conventional solution, a load switch and an RTC
are used to power on and off the wireless sensor node. In this
approach, only the load switch and RTC are active, decreasing
the total quiescent current to nanoamperes. The sleep time
can be programmed with the microcontroller inside the
wireless sensor node.
An external push button controller can be connected to a
load switch to enable the ship mode feature. The external
push button will exit the ship mode and enter the wireless
sensor node into normal operation.
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An integrated solution
using the MAX16163

A schematic diagram
for a discrete solution

An improved solution
MAX16163/MAX16164 are nanopower controllers with on/
off controllers and programmable sleep time. The devices
integrate a power switch to gate an output, which provides up to
200 mA of load current. The MAX16162/MAX16163 can
replace the conventional load switch, RTC, and battery freshness
ICs to save the BOM count and reduce costs. The wireless sensor
node unit is connected to the battery via MAX16162/MAX16163.
The sleep time can be programmed by the microcontroller or
can be set using an external resistor from PB/SLP to the ground
or using the I2C command from the microcontroller. The
external push-button is used to exit the device’s ship mode.

time of the IoT application, and when the timer expires, the
interrupt signal pulls down the PBIN pin of the MAX16150,
which sets the OUT high and turns on the load switch.
During the sleep time, only TPS22916, MAX31342, and
MAX16150 consume power system power.
In the experiment, we evaluate the lifetime of two stateof-the-art under fixed duty cycles, comparing the
performance of the conventional solution and the improved
solution using the MAX16163.
The lifetime of the battery can be calculated using the
average load current and battery capacity.

Solution performance comparison

The average load current can be calculated using the duty
cycle of the system.

The performance comparison of both schemes is
dependent on the duty cycle of the IoT application. In an
application with a small duty cycle, the sleep current is a
measure of how efficient the system is when the IoT device is
running, and the shutdown current is a measure of ship
mode power consumption. To demonstrate the mode of the
solution, we have chosen the industry’s smallest quiescent
current RTC MAX31342, the battery freshness seal
MAX16150, and the tiny load switch TPS22916. The RTC is
programmed using I2C communication that sets the sleep

An active current is the system current when the wireless
sensor node is active. To compare the two solutions, let’s
assume the system wakes up once every two hours, performs
the specific task, and enters sleep mode after. The system
active current is 5 mA. The battery life depends on the duty
cycle of the operation. ☐
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Reshaping the water industry
with IoT & sensors
The water industry is a natural fit for IIoT and AI-integrated systems, thus becoming
the next wave of disruption. There is a lot of scope for climbing onto this new
bandwagon as the industry is trying to meet ever-changing
Priyanka Sinha,
pollution norms, manage new pollutants and address the overall
Global Lead –
Digital Programs,
DuPont Water Solutions
need for reducing contaminants from water. A read on…
It is uncontested that the last two decades have truly been
transformative and disruptive in the world of IoT and sensors.
A journey that mostly started with a simple glass electrode as an
electrochemical sensor somewhere in the early nineties paved
the way for many complex integrated systems, which we often
witness in the present day. So much so that the total sensors
market is pegged to cross 400 billion by 2030 as per recent
reported numbers. With many complex and dynamic offerings
like pressure sensors, temperature sensors, optic sensors, radar
sensors, level sensors, humidity sensors, biosensors and many
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more, it’s hardly a surprise that the water industry is becoming
one of the key adaptors of sensor-based systems.
According to a new report released by research firm
IDTechEx, sensors in the water and wastewater treatment
industries are an emerging technology market area, forecast
to grow to $2 billion by 2030. These sensors will make up the
wider application of IoT devices in cities, and the hype
around them is growing. The sensors required are already in
use in other industries, but are now being adopted by water
and wastewater companies at different levels.
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Uplifting the water industry with sensors
The current landscape of available sensor technologies
for measuring a broad range of water quality parameters
reflects both the global water pollution history and major
technological developments over the past several years.
Apart from technological advancements in sensors, which
led to a wide variety of possibilities, other technological
advancements also played a key role.
The first key element is the availability of a variety of
sophisticated sensors and the decreasing cost, which are
making the application both more efficient and effective. While
the water industry is not new to using some basic sensors in the
past, there are now various options to choose from based on
the problem one is trying to solve. In a true sense, it is now that
this technology is finding many mainstream applications.
These sensors, once combined with Wi-Fi, data analytics
platforms and mobile applications, can deliver multidimensional
results, from leak detection to managing day-to-day plant
operations to measuring the quality.
There is no end to the possibilities that this holds for the
future. After all, the sensors can now measure PH, residual
chlorine, turbidity, suspended solids, COD, BOD,
conductivity, and dissolved oxygen and relay this data on a
mobile app on a real-time basis. The technology to track leaks,
identify pollutants, and monitor water treatment processes is
available across many applications.

Monitoring wastewater with sensors
According to some studies, drinking water utilities might
use on average more than 100 water quality sensors from
source to tap, whereas wastewater utilities may install an
average of 60 sensors per utility. These numbers are expected
to only increase in the coming years. These sensors can be
used in multiple applications across the water and wastewater
industries to help companies and municipalities reach their
targets and goals. For example, they can be used in water
pipe networks, water treatment plants, wastewater pipe
networks, and wastewater treatment plants.
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Different industries have different needs when it comes
to measuring and monitoring wastewater. For example,
semiconductor manufacturers must ensure that their
wastewater has no traces of metals in it. Similarly, chemical
or pharmaceutical plants must ensure no traces of chemicals.
This also applies to industries such as food and beverages,
textile manufacturers, and pharmaceutical plants. The only
issue is that it may not be the cheapest option available.
However, the benefits outweigh the funding challenges in the
long run. A positive trend here is that, as per statista.com,
the average cost of IoT sensors has come down from $1.3 to
$0.3 between 2012 and 2020 and is set to reduce further.
Secondly, a significant increase in cloud-based computing
power allowed the data to be collected and analysed on a
real-time basis. This, combined with the availability of
wireless communication protocols, has allowed for sensor
technologies to be applied at a much wider range of locations,
including remote areas, which has enabled two-way
communication between operating staff and the sensors.
It is estimated that the amount of energy wasted as a
result of traditional methods of water processing and delivery
can be reduced by up to 25% through more dynamic analytics
and real-time system monitoring.

Collecting real-time information
In recent years, more and more sophisticated data
analysis tools are becoming available, so that multi-parameter
monitoring data of high spatial-temporal resolution can be
collected and processed into meaningful information on a
real-time basis on which management decisions can be based.
The ubiquitous use of Wi-Fi and bluetooth through
smartphones, along with the widespread availability of cell
towers and public Wi-Fi access points, provides more access
to the cloud for IoT sensors than ever before.
Thanks to the work done in remote connectivity, there
are now many ways to get data to the cloud, like sensor to
gateway to cloud, in which the sensor data is sent to a gateway
which then transmits the data to the cloud. Depending on
the application the gateway can range from simple relay
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The current landscape of available sensor
technologies for measuring a broad range
of water quality parameters clearly

systems to smart platforms that perform more computerintensive functions or edge processing, Wi-Fi is a great
example of a gateway that operates directly to the cloud.
Right from sensors to cell phones to a cloud, the gateway
here can be a cell phone. Smartphones with Wi-Fi or
bluetooth capability act as gateways to send data to the cloud.
The data is also sent to the cloud from the smartphone, where
further processing can be done and data can be shared. This
has started to gain a lot of momentum lately due to low data
fees and the low cost of smartphones. However, there are
many instances where one needs the system to work in a
remote location with no or low Wi-Fi.
The choice of IoT wireless communication depends on
many factors like location of sensor deployment, power
consumption, a quantity of data to be transferred along with
convenience, Smartphones based solutions are going to get
more widespread owing to fitting in most of the criteria.

The next wave of disruption
Recent developments in this space allow the integration
of sensors, cloud-based infrastructure, data collection and
analytical capabilities that have been emerging over recent
years. With the increase in pervasive computing devices,
lower-cost sensors that collect and transmit data, new
analytic tools, and economic data storage options, a utility
can now capture a lot more data in real-time at a lower cost,
which wasn’t a possibility in the past, opening many
possibilities given that one of the critical benefits of the IoT
is its ability to evaluate data at a macro-level, enabling
informed
decision-making
about
operations
and
maintenance needs, potential supply chain disruptions, and
process improvements.
Further development of drone or mini bot technologies
also promotes the application possibilities of sensor
technologies for water quality monitoring directly under water
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or from the air. A great example is a company called
Watchtower Robotics based in the US, which has built a
prototype of a soft-sided robot that can move along the inside
of a pipe. Its sensors detect changes in force caused by water
escaping due to a leak.
Another example worth mentioning here is Saneago, a
major water and wastewater company in Brazil, which
adopted ABB smart drives, motors and sensors to improve
energy efficiency while boosting reliability at four key
pumping stations last year. Remote condition-based
monitoring also ensures a secure supply of drinking water
for more than 5.7 million people and thousands of industrial
and agricultural users.

Transforming the water industry
Many companies have already started offering PaaS- and
SaaS-based solutions to their existing customers.
Subscription-based business models are the new thing in the
water industry and have found some solid ground in the past
few years. This is a space that is only going to grow, and the
next few years might see substantial growth in such offerings
by big names in the industry. The word of caution here is
data security, and that needs to be taken very seriously.
Thankfully, data security is not limited to the water industry
only. This is a much bigger challenge and has got global
attention. However, greater responsibility lies with the bigger
players in the industry.
Finally, the usage of IoT and sensors can help in many
ways like water leakage detection, more efficient systemic
water management, water quality and safety monitoring,
transparency on wholesale/retail consumption, prescriptive
maintenance on infrastructure and many more. It may not
be hyperbole to claim that the next decade belongs to IoT
and AI in water management. ☐
Disclaimer: ‘The views are of the author and do not represent DuPont’
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Low-power-to-flow performance
In order to ensure operational certainty, solenoid valves should meet certain optimised
factors, and their designers and engineers must consider reliable protection against
moisture ingress, installation ease, as well as power optimisation factors when selecting a
solenoid valve. This article discusses the reliability and safety
Tatsuo Ueoka,
risks that common solenoid valve designs pose and introduce
Engineering Manager –
Fluid Control & Pneumatics,
Emerson Japan
an alternative approach that can eliminate these problems.
Solenoid valves have long been an effective means of fluid
control, but if your valve does not operate properly, the
repercussions can be serious. From production losses to safety
hazards, there’s a lot riding on your solenoid valve’s reliability.
Many explosion-proof solenoid valve malfunctions are caused by
design or physical limitations. High power consumption,
moisture ingress, and corrosion are common elements that can
compromise the coil. Another factor is poor installation and
maintenance work on an explosion-proof solenoid valve on-site.
The essay is a technical exposition on the finer aspects of valve
design and the challenges posed to operation from the design
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viewpoint of a valve designer. The rigorous standards and
specifications that govern modern solenoid valve design for
challenging environments have been considered and explained.

Risk factor #1 — Moisture ingress
In many common solenoid valve designs, the coil and
termination ports are housed inside a single chamber. When
an operator connects the equipment wiring to the solenoid
valve, they must open the chamber cover and thus expose the
coil to the atmosphere. Since a significant portion of today’s
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ASCO JE-327 dual chamber series

explosion-proof solenoid valves operate in wet or humid
environments, moisture is likely to enter the chamber. Other
operating environments are subject to frequent ambient
temperature changes, and thermal cycling causes breathing
phenomena within the valve. Over a period of operating
time, this will allow moisture to enter the chamber.
Moisture ingress also occurs through the narrow cavities
of the wire within the coil—a condition known as the
capillary effect. When a solenoid coil is energised and heated,
the air inside the coil expands, causing the air to exit the coil.
If the coil is deenergised and cooled, the air inside the coil
contracts, drawing moisture into the coil. The wiring will
corrode and short-circuit the coil, leading to consequences
that include:
• Unnecessary spurious trips result in production downtime
and losses
• Additional man hours are required to deploy personnel
to a site for maintenance and repair
• Compromised safety and reliability for the entire process
system or plant

Risk factor #2 — Installation difficulty
• Common explosion-proof solenoid enclosure designs
also create problems on-site during installation. As
industrial facilities prioritise smaller processes and
equipment, installation spaces typically become limited.
Space constraints often deprive operators of the
accessibility and ergonomic freedom to safely wire and
install the solenoid valve onto equipment. Operators
need more flexibility during installation in order to
reduce the risk of errors that can compromise the
performance of the valve and the system.
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• For example, an improperly installed solenoid valve in a
critical system or emergency shutdown application can
prevent the final element from going into safe mode.
This situation may cause an entire process to fall into an
unsafe state, risking the well-being of both operators
and plant assets.

Design concept – Effectively reduces
moisture ingress and installation errors
Fortunately, engineers no longer have to accept the
limitations of common solenoid valve designs. For example,
Emerson is at the forefront of innovation with its ASCO JE
dual chamber series solenoid valve. This enhanced series is
poised to help solve moisture ingress as well as improve
installation and termination. Here’s how:

Dual-chamber design
The best way to prevent a coil from malfunctioning is to
isolate it from sources of moisture. The new solenoid valve
design approach accomplishes this using two chambers: One
chamber contains the coil, and the other chamber houses the
conduit area for electrical termination. This separate,
dedicated chamber for the cable entry and termination means
that the operator can connect the wiring to the solenoid valve
without worrying about exposing the coil to the outside
environment. The coil safely resides in its own chamber, and
the conduit chamber also ensures there is no risk of interfering
with the solenoid valve’s other functions. Not only does the
double-chamber approach prevent outside moisture from
reaching the coil, it also prevents potential moisture from
permeating the coil through the cavities of the lead wire.
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ASCO JE 327 series with TopWorx

ASCO JE safety system solutions (with 141 series

GoSwitch solution

Advanced Redundant Control System -ARCS)

Easy installation and access

The right solenoid valve
partner makes a difference

A dual-chamber design also removes the barriers that can
Selecting a solenoid valve designed for moisture protection
hinder operations and maintenance, making the valve more
human-centric. For example, the separate conduit chamber and installation ease is critical to the operation’s productivity
provides sufficient space to allow personnel to perform electrical and safety, so be sure to work with a trusted and experienced
termination work. Operators can also rotate the chambers to valve manufacturer who can guide one through the process.
achieve the best orientation for their assembly requirements. Additionally, having a trusted partner for all the application
The coil chamber offers 360º rotation, while the conduit needs will help standardise part specifications with ease of
chamber rotates 180º at 90º intervals. This easy rotation, along administrative and inventory management.
Through its ASCO™ brand, the company help customers
with a space-optimised conduit chamber, gives operators
greater freedom to make proper and safe wiring connections solve application challenges. Whether one require a 2/2 way,
within tight spaces. For additional safety, a Y-shaped barrier in 3/2 way, or 5/2 way solenoid valve, technical experts stand
the conduit chamber helps prevent potential flashover caused ready to help to select the best ASCO JE dual chamber
by accidental wire crossing. Directly terminating the wiring configuration for the requirements.
through the conduit chamber also reduces installation time.
Other benefits that come with, the ASCO JE dual chamber Improved reliability, performance and lifetime
series solenoid valve includes:
System designers cannot risk process interruptions or
• Ex db IIC certified for flameproof and explosion-proof
safety incidents caused by solenoid valve malfunctions due to
installations in HazLoc environments
• Certified according to IEC 61508 functional safety water ingress or improper installation. ASCO JE dual chamber
series solenoid valves remove the limitations associated with
standards with SIL-3 capability
• Comprehensive low power range, eliminating the need common explosion-proof valve designs, preventing corrosion
for additional power supplies and allowing us to power and providing better operator access to significantly improve
more coils with a single DCS/PLC, improving overall the reliability, performance, and lifetime of the valve for
greater safety and operational certainty. ☐
energy efficiency and savings
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Multiprotocol industrial Ethernet switch platform

High-performance gateways

Analog Devices, Inc recently announced the ADIN2299, a multi-protocol
industrial Ethernet switch platform, to address the connectivity needs of
industrial & process automation,
motion control, transportation,
and energy automation. The
industrial Ethernet switch platform
is designed to operate in a star,
line, or ring topology. The
ADIN2299 is a highly integrated
and tested solution that contains a
communications controller, a two- ADIN2299
port 10/100Mbps Ethernet switch,
memory, a physical layer (PHY), and protocol stacks. The ADIN2299 hardware,
coupled with its software and pre-certified industrial protocols, reduces
system integration time while providing a fast time to market. The ADIN2299
reduces design and debug time by not only providing the protocol stack but
also the RTOS, file system, drivers, and TCP/IP. An application processor can
connect to the switch platform via a UART, SPI, or Ethernet interface. The
ADIN2299 software enables the application processor to connect to a unified
interface so that various industrial protocols can be utilised without requiring
any changes to the application processor software.

HMS Networks has expanded its second-generation Anybus Communicator
range of high-performance gateways, enabling more and faster data to be
transferred across networks in industrial
applications. Anybus® CommunicatorTM
gateways allow for quick and easy
communication
between
industrial
networks,
resulting
in
improved
operational performance. 13 new versions
for data connectivity between EtherCAT,
EtherNet/IP, Modbus TCP, PROFIBUS, and
PROFINET make it simple for users to Anybus® Communicator™
connect between different control
systems, remove automation islands, and maximise operational performance.
This industrial network processor ensures that the communicators meet
demanding requirements in terms of industrial performance, reliability, and
security. Featuring new hardware and software, the gateways enable instant
data transfer – up to 10 times faster than their predecessors. Users can also
exchange significantly more data between the networks as the gateways
transfer up to 1,500 bytes to and from connected PLCs. Built using carefully
selected industrial components and verified against the CE and UL industry
standards, the gateways are designed to handle harsh industrial environments.

Analog Devices | Bengaluru
Email: cic.asia@analog.com | Tel: +91-80-4300 2000

HMS Industrial Networks | Pune
Email: in-sales@hms.se | Tel: +91-20-2605-3200

Decentralised frequency inverter

Multi-stage root pump

NORD DRIVESYSTEMS has developed its NORDAC ON decentralised
frequency inverter series for lower power ranges up to 2.2 kW. The
inverter is characterised by an
integrated Ethernet interface,
full pluggability, and a very
compact design. The new
frequency inverters are for the
requirements of horizontal
conveyor technology. They
will be available in two
product series, optimised NORDAC ON
specifically for combination
with NORD motors:
• NORDAC ON was designed for applications with asynchronous motors
• NORDAC ON+ in combination with highly efficient synchronous motors
Both versions are available in three sizes for power ranges up to 2.2
kW. Both also offer an integrated Ethernet interface, which enables easy
setting of the desired communication protocol, be it ProfiNET, EtherNET IP
or EtherCAT. The device enables easy setting of the desired communication
protocol, be it ProfiNET, EtherNET IP or EtherCAT. This makes the NORDAC
ON ideally suited for integration into modern IloT environments.

Pfeiffer Vacuum recently introduced the ACP 90 multistage roots pump,
which is designed for oil- and particle-free applications in the pressure
range of atmosphere to 3x10 -2
hPa. These vacuum pumps
meet the requirements where
clean and dry vacuum
is needed, like drying,
sterilisation, coating, as well
as semiconductor and R&D
applications. With their unique
design, these pumps are ACP 90
robust and can withstand
frequent pump downs. Highly valuable materials render the pumps more
resistant to light corrosive gases. ACP 90 is ideal when pumping large
amounts of condensable gases, like in drying applications, high humidity
environments, or large insulating volume pumping. The built-in
intelligence allows for high pumping speeds at high pressures, which is
important when pumping large volumes. With a very low power
consumption of 2 kW at atmospheric pressure, the ACP 90 is also an
energy-efficient solution for this type of use. In addition, the pump also
fulfils CE and UL/CSA standards.

NORD Drivesystems India | Pune
Email: india@nord.com | Tel: +91- 20-3980 1200
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Comprehensive vision hardware portfolio
Beckhoff Automation recently introduced Beckhoff Vision, which offers – Illumination: The multicolour LED illumination in three designs – area,
machine builders and end-users a complete image processing system that
ring, and bar illumination – produces constant illumination conditions for
covers all the necessary components from software to illumination.
consistently high-quality images. It also creates the best possible contrast
Seamlessly integrated into EtherCAT-based
between the inspection feature and its
control technology, it opens up significant
surroundings – even in spectrally adjustable
competitive advantages for users, including
pulse mode.
highly accurate synchronisation with all machine
– Complete units consisting of camera,
processes, reduced engineering and hardware
illumination devices, and focusable lenses are
costs, and simplified commissioning & support.
also available
In addition to the TwinCAT Vision software,
The system integration with cameras, optics,
the Vision portfolio also includes:
illumination, complete units, software, and training
– Cameras: The area-scan cameras generate
& support. With Beckhoff Vision, real-time image
high-quality image data using colour and
processing can be easily integrated into both new
monochrome CMOS sensors with up to
and existing control environments, as well as
24megapixel resolution and 3.45 µm and 2.74 Vision hardware components
optimally synchronised with all machine and plant
µm pixel pitch, in addition to offering transfer
processes. Here, the previously strict separation
rates of 2.5 Gbit/s.
between vision and automation technology is further eliminated through system
– Lenses: The robust, industrial C-mount lenses ensure easy handling integration in all environments. At the same time, Beckhoff Vision components
and high availability while also offering a VIS and NIR AR coating, up to impress with their robust, attractive design as well as high scalability and long2 µm resolution, and image circles of 11 mm (2/3") and 19.3 mm term availability. The Vision hardware components have robust and attractive
(1.2") respectively.
design along with high scalability and long-term availability.
Beckhoff Automation | Pune
Email: info@beckhoff.co.in | Tel: +91-20-6706 4800

Product design transformation software

Digitiser card

PTC recently released Creo 9 which claims to help users deliver the best
designs in less time. The core improvements includes divide surface capability
and stronger design intent management that
benefit the users. It is focused on advanced
technologies transforming product design,
including simulation, generative design, and
additive manufacturing. Along with it, Creo’s
ergonomic capabilities have also been
Creo 9
strengthened. All these enhancements are
about helping engineers get their best
designs to market more quickly. The features of this product include:
Freeform capabilities: Sub-D Freestyle modeling functionality allows for
adding the ability to modify that mesh using brushes.
Divide/unify surfaces: The ability to divide and unify a surface supports a
bucketload of valuable use cases.
Curve from point: Enables users to specify a point on a surface or in
geometry, and it will then create a geodesic curve between two points.
Custom mannequins: The library in Creo 9 helps designers create
mannequins that fit specific standards and demographics.
Fluid flow lattice simulation: Backs up by enabling users to perform fluid
flow simulations using Creo Simulation Live.

Spectrum Instrumentation has created a new firmware that allows the
company’s high-speed M5i digitiser cards to perform onboard summation
averaging. This high-speed
M5i digitiser card functions
by
utilising
advanced,
onboard Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) technology.
Doing this creates a unique
M5i-Averaging
offering, as the M5i series
digitisers deliver real-time
sampling at rates up to 6.4 GS/s with 12-bit resolution, and they can stream all
the acquired data directly over the PCIe bus at a record-breaking 12.8 GB/s.
This powerful tool reduces signal noise and improves resolution and dynamics,
and it further enhances the new firmware option, which permits acquired
signals to be averaged at an astonishing rate of 15 million events per second.
Summation Averaging is a common, time-domain-based processing technique
that is used to reduce the random (uncorrelated) noise component of a signal,
improving its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), while at the same time increasing a
digitizer’s measurement resolution and dynamic range. To further enhance the
averaging capability, the new firmware option includes a data suppression
technique called Threshold Defined Averaging (TDA).

PTC | Bengaluru
Email: ankitgupta@ptc.com | Tel: +91-080-6673 4300
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Thermal printing technology
Phoenix Contact India has introduced the Thermomark roll 2.0 printing
system, which is based on
thermal printing technology. The
Thermomark Roll 2.0 processes
material off the roll and continuous
media. One can easily create highquality printed labels and markers.
Easy and flexible control by means
of the multilingual CLIP PROJECT
planning and marking software
with the option of direct entry or
import of printing information from Thermomark roll 2.0
various data sources.
Its major features and benefits include:
1. New colour touch display
2. The LED status indicator
3. An additional USB port
This system is fast, high-quality, and durable printing technology. It’s
easy and flexible to control by means of the multilingual project complete
planning and marking software, with the option of direct entry or import
of printing information from various data sources.
Phoenix Contact India | New Delhi
Email: response@phoenixcontact.co.in | Tel: + 91-11- 71810500

TECHNOLOGY

Compact Ethernet/IP encoder

WDGA58F

Wachendorff recently expanded its range of Ethernet-based encoders:
Ethernet-based encoders with the EtherNet/IP protocol, including the WDGA58F.
The company has minimised the sensor to an installation depth of just 46.5
mm. The encoders are certified by the ODVA. The resolution in single and multiturn can be individually configured via an integrated web server (single-turn
16-bit, multi-turn 43-bit). The very high environmental data, e.g., temperature
range from -40 °C up to +85 °C, shock 1,000 m/s² or vibration 50 m/s² at
10–2000 Hz, allow the use in harsh industrial environments as well as in mobile
working machines. The devices with hollow end shafts eliminate the need for
additional couplings, and the devices with shafts guarantee a long-lasting and
stable connection with their very high bearing loads of up to 400 N.
Wachendorff | Mumbai
Email: tony@sensetronicscorporation.com | Tel: +91-98331 04254

Radio communication tester

Single LiDAR sensor

Rohde & Schwarz recently upgraded its radio communication tester with
introduction of the CMX500, which offers a comprehensive tool set for
audio testing. When combined
with the labCORE hardware
platform from HEAD acoustics
& their ACQUA measurement
and analysis software, the full
set up allows audio acoustics
testing of voice services in
both 5G (VoNR) and 4G R&S CMX500
(VoLTE) networks. The R&S
CMX500 supports 5G FR1 frequency range up to 8 GHz and FR2 mmWave
frequency range up to 50 GHz in one instrument and provides the
required features and codecs for VoLTE and VoNR calls. With new
features such as the connection selection, configuration and adaptation
of the device under test (DUT) to the test setup becomes easier than
ever, thanks to very easy handling and visualisation of the DUT antenna
connection with the RF connectors of the R&S CMX500. Another
important feature is the bearer and flow monitor that enables the user to
see various Quality of Service (QoS) flows such as video or audio live via
the connection.

Pepperl+Fuchs introduced the R2000 LiDAR sensor to the Contour2D
sensor system for monitoring conveyor belt utilisation, which has unique
performance characteristics and an intelligent algorithm to ensure
reliable shadow correction.
The Contour2D sensor system
is the most efficient solution
for this in the market,
comprising a single LiDAR
sensor mounted centrally
above the conveyor belt. The
central position of the sensor R2000 LiDAR sensor
means that it detects
shadows of packages on the conveyor belt, which would ordinarily
distort the measurement results of the system. However, the high
angular resolution of the R2000 2-D LiDAR sensor combined with an
intelligent algorithm makes corrections for these shadows. The sensor
system's Multi Scan Evaluation Unit (MSEU) takes care of running the
algorithm and the further processing of the raw data from the LiDAR
sensor. Since there are only two components (sensor and MSEU) to
install, the Contour2D impresses with very low hardware costs and
minimal installation effort.

Rohde & Schwarz India | New Delhi
Email : sales.rsindia@rohde-schwarz.com | Tel: +91-11-4253 5400
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Pepperl+Fuchs | Gurugram
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